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Introduction
Adam Morton and Nadine Lewycky
This volume examines the impact of the English Reformation on social
interaction, familial and community harmony, and the unsteady and
contested process in which religious identities were formed. It highlights
the tension and degree of accommodation amongst ordinary people in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries when faced with significant religious and
social upheaval. It is based on the premise that the development of religious
identities in the early modern period is best understood by examining
ordinary life at the parish level, and by situating that life within broader
cultural and mental frameworks. The contributors address the potential
that new confessional groupings had to undermine longstanding social
practices and traditions, from the mundane, such as providing hospitality
to neighbours and travellers, to the overtly religious, such as churchyard
burials. With the increasing likelihood of conflict between confessional
groups over the allocation of religious space and the religious health
of the community, this volume emphasises the processes of negotiation
and accommodation that sustained a pragmatic underpinning for many
communities in the face of religious upheaval, often in contradiction with
official church and state policies. As such, this volume engages with the
long-standing contention that religious toleration, so long considered the
cornerstone of the Enlightenment, should truly be considered the preserve
of early modern European society.
The title of this volume, Getting Along, is borrowed from one of W.J.
Sheils’ more recent articles – ‘“Getting on” and “getting along” in parish
and town: Catholics and their neighbours in England’ – published in a
collection of essays on Catholic communities in Britain and the Netherlands
from the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries.1 Analysing the place of
Catholics in communities in Yorkshire, the Midlands and London, Sheils
underscored how harmonious relations between supposedly embattled
confessions proved to be, even at times of political turmoil. Noting that
early modern people belonged to families, kin, trades, professions and
parishes as much as confessional groupings, Sheils posited that we could
better understand the complexities of the ‘ecumenicity of the everyday’ if
1
W.J. Sheils, ‘“Getting on” and “getting along” in parish and town: Catholics and their
neighbours in England’, in Benjamin Kaplan, Bob Moore, Henk F.K. Van Nierop, and Judith
Pollmann, (eds), Catholic Communities in Protestant States: Britain and the Netherlands,
c.1570–1720 (Manchester, 2009), pp. 67–83.
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we were to eschew the language of religion in favour of one of community,
replacing discussion of ‘toleration’ with one of ‘neighbourliness’.2 That
is to say, by focusing on how religious minorities ‘got on’ – seeking to
improve their social, political and cultural standing – whilst ‘getting along’
– maintaining cordial relations – with their neighbours. To do so is to
present a more holistic vision of the parish, placing inter-relations between
faiths in the fuller complement of the forces, constraints and obligations
acting upon early modern people. By arguing that social relationships
and pragmatism often outweighed confessional divisions in early modern
communities, this article contributes to a burgeoning field of scholarship
which highlights the cordial interactions between groups of different faiths.
This trend serves as a corrective to narratives of post-Reformation history
which continues to be written from a national-confessional standpoint.3
Social historians of the Reformation period are increasingly moving away
from understanding the church and confessional groups as monolithic
and rigid entities towards an appreciation of the diversity, complexity
and unpredictability of shifting religious faiths in situ.4 The impact of the
emergence of environments with a multiplicity of religious identities is best
characterized at the local level, rather than in the doctrinal statements of
states and their churches. Admittedly, the deep-set impulse towards peace
and harmony which formed the ‘moral tradition’ underpinning European
society was strained by the multiplication of religious groups.5 Nonetheless,
recent historiography has underscored the mutual cooperation of differing
2

Ibid., pp. 67–9 in particular.
B.J. Kaplan, Divided by Faith: religious conflict and the practice of toleration in early
modern Europe (Cambridge, MA/ London, 2007), pp. 127–293; A. Walsham, Charitable
Hatred: tolerance and intolerance in England, 1500–1700 (Manchester/ New York, 2006),
pp. 160–290; C. Marsh, Popular Religion in sixteenth-century England: holding their peace
(New York, 1998), passim; C. Scott Dixon, D. Freist and M. Greengrass (eds), Living with
Religious Diversity in Early-Modern Europe (Aldershot, 2009); K.P. Luria, Sacred Boundaries:
Religious Coexistence and Conflict in Early-Modern France (Washington, 2005), passim; K.
Cameron and M. Greengrass (eds), The Adventure of Pluralism in Early Modern France
(Oxford, 2000); A. Höfele and E. Ruge (eds), Representing Religious Pluralization in Early
Modern Europe (Münster, 2007); R.C. Head and D. Christensen (eds), Orthodoxies and
Heterodoxies in Early Modern German Culture: Order and Creativity 1500–1750 (Leiden,
2007); C. Scott Dixon, ‘Urban Order and Religious Coexistence in the German Imperial City:
Augsburg and Donauworth, 1548–1608’, Central European History, 40 (2007): pp. 1–33;
R. Po-Chia Hsia and H. van Nierop (eds), Calvinism and Religious Toleration in the Dutch
Golden Age (Cambridge, 2002).
4
See W. Frijhoff ‘How Plural were the Religious Worlds in Early-Modern Europe?
Critical Reflection from the Netherlandic Experience’ in Dixon, Freist and Greengrass,
pp. 21–7. See also his Embodied Belief: Ten Essays on Religious Culture in Dutch History
(Hilversum, 2002).
5
J. Bossy, Peace in the post-Reformation (Cambridge/ New York, 1998), p. 2 and
passim.
3
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confessional groups, arguing that neighbourly accommodations and
compromises forged a social peace in the face of officially prescribed
intolerance. These researchers recognise that the polemical divisions of
early modern theology were not necessarily replicated in the practicalities
of ordinary life amongst contending confessional groups of Christians.
Rather, what emerges is an integrationist account of the means by which
communities mitigated the seismic upheavals of the Reformation. A linear,
empiricist understanding of church history has given way to the portrayal
of the early modern parish as a civil-spiritual organism constantly
negotiated and re-imagined. Historians have labelled this process
‘cooperative confessionalism’, ‘practical rationality’ or ‘the ecumenicity
of the everyday’.6 Such terminology more accurately reflects the fact that
‘confessional relations were ambiguous and shaped more by [everyday]
contingencies than the higher principles of faith’.7
Historiography
Scholarly interest in the historical development of religious toleration in
Western Europe has mainly been the preserve of intellectual historians
who created a Whig narrative in which the intellectual ideal of toleration
contrived by the ‘great minds’ of Europe propelled Western society towards
the secular liberal state.8 This narrative presented a ‘rise of toleration’
as part of a progressive social, intellectual and political development
in Europe in which the Reformation represented a critical phase. Lord
Macaulay, W.E.H. Lecky and other nineteenth-century historians argued
that the practical problems posed by religious pluralism during these
centuries encouraged statesmen and intellectuals to break-out of their
medieval tribalism, and to battle excessive religious zeal with the rigour of
reason. Following numerous outbreaks of religiously-motivated violence
throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the intellectual
movement towards religious toleration was promoted by thinkers such
6

W. Frijhoff, ‘Shifting identities in hostile settings: towards a comparison of the
Catholic communities in early modern Brtain and the Northern Netherlands’, in Kaplan and
Moore et al, p. 12; W. Frijhoff, ‘The threshold of toleration: interconfessional conviviality in
Holland during the early modern period’ in his Embodied Belief, pp. 39–65 at p. 44; R.W.
Scribner, ‘Preconditions of tolerance and intolerance in sixteenth century Germany’ in O.
Peter Grell and R.W. Scribner (eds), Tolerance and intolerance in the European Reformation
(Cambridge, 1996), p. 38.
7
C. Scott Dixon ‘Introduction’, in Dixon, Freist and Greengrass, p. 2.
8
Lord Macaulay, The History of England from the Accession of James II, 4 vols
(London, 1967 edn; first publ. 1864); W.E.H. Lecky, History of the Rise and Influence of the
Spirit of Rationalism in Europe, 2 vols (London, 1865).
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as David Joris, Sebastian Castellio and Hugo Grotius, and culminated in
the writings of the liberal philosopher John Locke. Locke argued for a
separation between church and state, and demanded that religion should
be a private matter between a man and his Creator. Nineteenth-century
historians considered Locke’s Letters Concerning Toleration (1689–92) as
the meridian moment.9 The argument that toleration of different religious
views was both in keeping with the gospel and the reasonableness of God
– and consequently that any state or church which persecuted religious
conscience acted contrary to divine reason – not only broke the mould of
post-Reformation confessional factionalism, but existed as a yardstick for
a civilised and liberal society and a signpost for modernity.
This teleological view of the development of a civilised liberal state
continued to carry weight into the twentieth century, championed by
historians such as William Haller, A.S.P. Woodhouse and W.K. Jordan.10
In the face of an increasingly menacing fascist threat, these works imbued
the English Civil War of the seventeenth century with a special importance
in the development of political and religious liberalism.11 Toleration was
seen as a symptom of the emergence of secularism and scepticism.
The first account to challenge the triumphalist Protestant view of the
rise of toleration was Joseph Lecler’s Toleration and the Reformation
(1955).12 Rather than locating the rise of toleration in the secularisation
of Western society, Lecler situated its roots in the medieval period. As
such, Lecler continued to present the development of toleration from a
confessional and teleological standpoint, simply extending its development
over a longer period of time. Challenges to Lecler’s work were made by
later historians, such as R.I. Moore, whose The Formation of a Persecuting
Society (1987) reinforced the notion that medieval Europe was dominated
9
For a detailed review of Locke see J. Marshall, John Locke: Toleration and Early
Enlightenment Culture: Religious Intolerance and Arguments for Religious Toleration in
Early Modern and ‘Early Enlightenment’ Europe (Cambridge, 2006).
10
William Haller (ed.), Tracts on Liberty in the Puritan revolution, 1638–1647 (New
York, 1933–34), The Rise of Puritanism (New York, 1938) and Liberty and Reformation in
the Puritan Revolution (New York, 1955); A.S.P. Woodhouse (ed.), Puritanism and Liberty
(London, 1938); W.K. Jordan, The Development of religious Toleration in England, 4 vols
(London, 1932–40); Roland H. Bainton, The Travail of Religious Liberty: Nine Biographical
Studies (Philadelphia, 1951).
11
John Coffey’s Persecution and Toleration in Protestant England (Harlow, 2000) has
re-imagined the case for the radical puritanism of the 1640s and 1650s being a watershed in
the history of toleration.
12
Joseph Lecler, Toleration and the Reformation (1955). Henry Kamen’s, The Rise of
Toleration (London, 1967) also offered a significant challenge to Whig models. Noting that
during the Reformation toleration was a principle which proved piecemeal in its application,
he stressed that economic changes ushering in a bourgeois society was more significant than
religious change. Freedom of religion was a concomitant of freedom of trade.
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by a drive towards persecution within the governing elite.13 Lecler’s work
has been supported by a body of recent scholarship which argues that the
pre-Reformation church accommodated a plurality of voices.14 Beyond the
Persecuting Society, edited by Cary Nederman and John Laursen, argued
that the practice of de facto toleration in medieval and early modern
Europe has been hitherto underappreciated by historians.
Building upon the insights of Herbert Butterfield, recent scholarship
has marked a break from the view that the Reformation began a demise
of the ‘persecuting society’ which characterised the Middle Ages.15 Rather,
the early modern period is seen to have continued and intensified practices
of intolerance. From Persecution to Toleration (1991), a set of essays
edited by Ole Grell, Jonathon Israel and Nicholas Tyacke which marked
the tercentenary of the Glorious Revolution and Act of Toleration of 1689,
was salutary in this regard. Allowing William III’s statute seminal status,
this volume nevertheless stressed the decidedly ambivalent character of
the toleration for which it stood.16 The Act – celebrated in so many Whig
accounts – was a product of politics not principle. In granting toleration to
dissenters, William of Orange was motivated not by a belief in the equality
of co-religionists, but rather by the conviction that continued persecution
was both ineffective and counter-productive. His motivations for extending
toleration to Catholics were decidedly pragmatic, built on the necessity of
assuring the Catholic powers of Europe that their brethren in England
would be safe under his rule.17 From Persecution to Toleration did much
13
R.I. Moore, The Formation of a Persecuting Society: Power and Deviance in
Western Europe 950–1250 (Oxford, 1987).
14
C.J. Nederman and J. Christian Laursen (eds), Difference and Dissent: Theories of
Toleration in Medieval and Early Modern Europe (Lanham, MD, 1996); C.J. Nederman,
Worlds of Difference: European Discourses of Toleration, c.1100 – c.1550 (University Park,
PA, 2000); C.J. Nederman and J.C. Laursen (eds), Beyond the persecuting society: religious
toleration before the Enlightenment (Philadelphia, 1998); S.L. Waugh and P.D. Diehl
(eds), Christendom and its Discontents: Exclusion, Persecution and Rebellion, 1000–1500
(Cambridge, 1996); D. Nirenberg, Communities of Violence: Persecution of Minorities in the
Middle Ages (Princeton, 1996); R.N. Swanson, Religion and Devotion in Europe c.1215 –
c.1515 (Cambridge, 1995), esp. ch. 8.
15
H. Butterfield, ‘Toleration in early modern tines’, Journal of the History of Ideas,
38 (1977): pp. 573–84.
16
O. Peter Grell, J.I. Israel and N. Tyacke (eds), From Persecution to Toleration: The
Glorious Revolution in England (Oxford, 1991), especially ‘Introduction’ pp. 10–15 and
ch. 13.
17
Ibid., pp. 12–13; J.I. Israel, ‘William III and toleration’ in Grell, Israel and Tyacke,
pp. 129–70; J. Spurr, The Restoration Church of England, 1646–1689 (New Haven, 1991),
pp. 375–6; M. Goldie, ‘John Locke, Jonas Proast and religious toleration 1688–1692’ in J.
Walsh, C. Haydon and S. Taylor (eds), The Church of England c.1689 – c.1833 (Cambridge,
1993), pp. 155–6; J. Miller, ‘James II and toleration’ in E. Cruickshanks (ed.), By Force of by
Default? The Revolution of 1688–9 (Edinburgh, 1989), pp. 21–3.

